2015) Contrast sensitivity with a subretinal prosthesis and implications for efficient delivery of visual information. Investigative Ophthalmology and Visual Science, 56 (12). pp. 7186-7194. ISSN 0146-0404 , http://dx.Word count: Abstract words text words Purpose: To evaluate the contrast sensitivity of a degenerate retina stimulated by a photovoltaic subretinal prosthesis and assess the impact of low contrast sensitivity on transmission of visual information Methods We measure ex-vivo the full field contrast sensitivity of healthy rat retina stimulated with white light and the contrast sensitivity of degenerate rat retina stimulated with a subretinal prosthesis at frequencies exceeding flicker fusion (z Effects of eye movements on retinal ganglion cell RGC activity are simulated using a linear nonlinear model of the retina Results RGCs adapt to high frequency stimulation of constant intensity and respond transiently to changes in illumination of the implant exhibiting responses to ON sets OFF sets and both ON and OFF sets of light The percentage of cells with an OFF response decreases with progression of the degeneration indicating that OFF responses are likely mediated by photoreceptors Prosthetic vision exhibits reduced contrast sensitivity and dynamic range with
Introduction
Retinal degenerative diseases such as age related macular degeneration and retinitis pigmentosa are among the most common causes of untreatable blindness in the developed world )n these diseases the image capturing photoreceptors degrade while cells in the image processing layers of the retina can remain relatively intact albeit with sometimes extensive rewiring allowing for the possibility of sight restoration via electrical stimulation of these surviving neurons The epiretinal approach to retinal prostheses involves direct stimulation of the retinal ganglion cells RGCs while the subretinal approach primarily targets the bipolar cell layer With both approaches prosthetic systems currently approved for clinical use involve cumbersome implants wired to extraocular power supplies necessitating complex surgeries
To address this issue we developed a modular easy to implant photovoltaic subretinal prosthesis system in which power and visual information are delivered directly to each pixel by light projected from video goggles The light is pulsed to provide bi phasic charge balanced stimulation required for electrochemical biocompatibility Use of a near infrared wavelength nm allows avoiding both photophobic and phototoxic effects of bright illumination Processing of the visual signal between the camera and the head mounted display can be individually tailored to each patient A recent study has demonstrated both ex-and in-vivo that the resolution of this implant corresponds to its µm pixel pitch (owever it did not address the problem of delivering multiple gray levels to the implant )n the present paper we therefore consider retinal responses to changes in luminance over the array comparing the full field contrast sensitivity of prosthetic stimulation of degenerate rat retina with that of normal vision in healthy retinas Since the contrast sensitivity with subretinal electrical stimulation was found to be much lower than normal we explore through simulations the implications of this finding for efficient delivery of visual information )n the case of normal vision the statistics of natural scenes fixational eye movements FEMs and the contrast sensitivity of retinal ganglion cells are all well tuned to each other and enable efficient encoding of the visual signal
We show that the reduced contrast sensitivity and lack of OFF responses in prosthetic vision introduces a mismatch in this encoding machinery We predict that the majority of FEMs cannot trigger RGC responses with such low contrast sensitivity which could explain image fading at high stimulation frequencies in patients with subretinal prostheses
Methods

Implant fabrication
We manufactured photovoltaic arrays on silicon on insulator wafers using a six mask lithographic process as described previously To produce anodic first pulses of electric current we reversed the n doped and p doped regions in the diodes compared to the previous description Photovoltaic arrays consisted of or m pixels separated by m trenches Each pixel contained two photodiodes connected in series between the active and return electrodes arranged in a hexagonal array A resistance between the active and return electrodes helps discharge them between the light pulses thus achieving charge balance
Electrophysiological recordings
We obtained rats with retinal degeneration P n p n from a Royal College of The corresponding contrast ) max ) min ) max ) min was therefore where ) max and ) min are the maximum and minimum intensities respectively
Data analysis
For prosthetic stimulation data we initially subtracted stimulation artifacts from the raw voltage traces recorded on the electrode array and subsequently analyzed the data using custom written software We estimated electrical stimulation artifacts by averaging their shape over many trials The average artifact shape was subsequently aligned to the raw recordings and pointwise subtracted from them This method was sufficient for removal of the artifact immediately following the pulse but often insufficient for the artifact removal during the light pulse therefore we blanked this phase during processing of the recordings Fig C D As a consequence all possible direct stimulation of the RGCs latency ms was ignored in our analysis
We performed action potential detection by thresholding the artifact removed data All action potential waveforms were aligned to the time of maximum deflection from baseline and we performed dimensionality reduction on the waveforms by principal component analysis prior to expectation maximization clustering For each putative neuron we calculated the electrophysiological image E) of the neuron i e the average voltage waveform recorded on the whole multielectrode array when the neuron produced an action potential We discarded neurons exhibiting abnormal E)s from the analysis as well as neurons for which violations of the refractory period occurred within the action potential train Finally we removed neurons with the same E) from the analysis as they correspond to redundant detections of a single neuron over multiple electrodes and only the putative neuron with the largest action potential count was kept
The neuron selection process is described in more details in the literature Making predictions about the human visual system based on measurements with a degenerate rat retina is difficult given the major differences between the visual systems of the two species The midget parasol and small bistratified cells that dominate the human visual pathways have no anatomical equivalence in rat )t is possible that the magnocellular projecting parasol cells would have higher contrast sensitivities than the values we observed in rats )n addition differences in the rate and extent of retinal degeneration between humans and various animal models make it even more difficult to predict responses to electrical stimulation in human patients 
